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Aims

What is  Overview and 
Scrutiny?

What can it achieve?

How can I do it well?
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“Scrutiny is an independent function led by local elected councillors 
that works with local people and other local bodies to help to improve 
services. It makes recommendations to the council's "executive" to 
bring about these improvements.” CfPS

“Scrutiny committees are appointed to examine the work of the 
Executive and other functions of the authority, their role is to support 
the authority to maintain high service delivery standards, and to steer 
them towards improved efficiency and effectiveness.”
Welsh Government

“Effective scrutiny can improve the evidence base for decisions on 
the allocation of resources as well as ensuring that decisions are 
transparent and in accordance with the needs of the local community. 
Scrutiny also has an important role to play in contributing to 
developing policy, undertaking specific reviews and in monitoring 
performance” WAO



How does it do this?

Policy development and  review
Pre decision scrutiny
Performance monitoring
Thematic reviews and investigations
Engagement with partners and communities
Scrutinising partnerships
Raising issues of community concern

Scrutiny also has legal powers and
responsibilities….



Local Government Act 2000
Powers to 
Make reports and recommendations either to the 
authority or the executive on any aspect of 
council business. 

Require attendance of executive members and 
senior officers

“Call in” decisions already made by the executive 
asking for reconsideration

And a legal  duty to scrutinise other providers 
of public services in the area. 



Local Government Measure 2011

A scrutiny committee must take into account the 
views of the public when exercising its functions  -
publishing work programmes, using websites.

Whipping prohibited in scrutiny.

Political balance must be taken into account when 
allocating chairs. 

Councillors can use a councillor call for action to 
refer issues of local importance to committees.



Wellbeing of Future Generations Act 

Must Designate a  committee to scrutinise the work of 
the public services board with the power to review or 
scrutinise decisions made or actions taken by the PSB.

Scrutiny Must Be consulted on the PSBs Wellbeing 
Assessment and Wellbeing Plan

In response to the Act in your local authority 
scrutiny function should also:  
Make sure that the principles of the Act are applied to 
policy and decision making;
inform the setting of and monitor the progress towards 
the Wellbeing Objectives. 



What does good scrutiny look like?
Environment
Scrutiny is an essential part of improvement 
and governance arrangements.
Is staffed, supported, informed and 
resourced effectively.
Is recognised as an important part of 
community and citizen engagement 



What does good scrutiny look like?
Practice
Scrutiny is non political, methodologically 
sound and evidence based.
Is councillor led.
Meetings are well planned chaired and 
conducted.
Scrutiny builds good relationships with internal 
and external stakeholders and the public. 



What does good scrutiny look like?
Impact
Scrutiny regularly engages in evidence based 
challenge of decision makers and service 
providers
Finds viable and well evidenced solutions to 
recognised problems
Decision makers give public account for 
themselves for portfolio responsibilities
Allows the voice of local people to be heard



Choosing topics for scrutiny
By members of the committee led by the 
chair, advised by officers
From
• Cabinet work programme
• Suggestions from the public
• Councils risk assessment
• Officer and councillor suggestions



When choosing topics consider 
• Is this an area where scrutiny can 

make a difference?
• Is this an issue of public concern?
• Is this an area of risk to the 

performance of the council?



A Questioning Strategy
So that the committee works effectively 
together. 

Work with the chair to establish
• What is the role of the committee?
• What do you need to know?
• Who will you ask?
• What will you ask? 
• Who will ask what? 

Use active listening techniques



An effective scrutiny member will…
Focus on outcomes more than process
Avoid Party Politics
Prepare and research
Use evidence not opinion
Work with the chair to plan the work programme and 
agendas
Work with the chair to develop a questioning strategy and 
lines of enquiry
Actively contribute to task and finish groups
Build good relationships with internal and external 
stakeholders and the public


